CRAMBA Board Meeting Minutes

3/5/13

Steve Vigneau
Nick Shue
Marty Shue
Bob Costello
Eric Silvassy
Paul McAllister
Aaron Burgess
Jeremy Verbeke
Roger Class
Todd Powers
Called to order: 7:01
1.

MMBA Expo - Report out / Things to change?

Steve, Erick, Bob, Jeremy attended w/trailer. Sold some shirts and bottles.
Next year, don't need the trailer. Or make the trailer more accessible.
CRAMBA was the only chapter there.
Swap meet was good.
If it happens next year, we'll be there.
2.

IMBA CiviCRM training

Used for mass e-mails. End of March (3/20). Steve to send out info.
3.

New MMBA Trail Guide and MTB Project

Steve - will launch tonight or tomorrow. Looks very nice.
MTB Project - Trying to catalog all the trails in the country. User GPS data. Launching later this spring
4.

CRAMBA Tent status

On order, should ship tomorrow.
5. CRAMBA Flyer Status
Look nice. Will be getting them soon. Map of trails and description of our group.

6.

CRAMBA Bottle Openers

Look nice. Give them out to folks to get our name out.
7.

Detroit Bike City status

Eric - We are on the vendor site. Splitting a 10x30 booth with Motor City. Andy will bring ~25 shirts for day-of signup. will show videos and sell shirts/bottles. Freestanding booth.
8. CRAMBA work shirts
Will be ready on the 15th. CRAMBA will pay for them.
9.

Trail Coordinator Agreement Status

Discussed - need to e-mail to remind folks to get them in. We have gotten 7 back. The agreement is required for liability. Will hold a TC trailer orientation in April.
10. Addison Oaks Race Update
Discussed - on track.
11. Addison Oaks Kiosk Update
The wood's purchased. Pete is working on it.
AO needs a trial day for a connector to bypass the connector. Pauly has some ideas.
12. Update from Troy City Park meeting
Eric and Kristi went. Bike trails will be handled off line. Eric will try to get an update.
13. Bike Patrol Update
Aaron B - Discussed Bike Patrol finances. Might be able to pay for everything less jersey.
Jeremy V - Formal presentation to the Lions Club. $750 requested. Informally very positive. Meeting next Thursday @ Rochester Mills to get the MTB Patrol group together. The Patrol group should be an extension of CRAMBA. Will be proposing a funding request to
CRAMBA Board in the future. May be able to get discounted bulk buy for Med Kits. Looking to get a shop to provide a Trailside repair class.
14. Members' Skills database - I'll explain when it comes up - Bob
Proposed to put together database of our skills for future use. IT, Graphic Design, Carpentry, etc…
Nick will put together a survey, with help.
15. Dorais Park - Nick/Steve?
If we have someone that will step up, we'll take it on. Or possible a joint effort with Motor City. Get the people that asked to get involved.

16. Rosie's Park (Madison Heights City Park) jump line maintenance - Roger
Dave Schall may help. Steve to e-mail him.
17. Formerly BOW clinic
Tom Lineing wants to be involved, but will be out of town when it's usually around. Marty will head it up, once Tom gets back to her. Proposed at River Bends. Limit to 60 people.
18. Gary Hopp called. Stony Creek tool stand and the Ride Center are a go. Aaron will call Andy W.
19. IMBA Summit - Brown Co. looking like 150-200 people.
Done - 8:32

